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Stories about how Watson and AI are changing business. Watson AI is changing how business gets done. with
customers. Read the case study on carriagehouseautoresto.com

IBM Watson is an artificial intelligence technology, based on cognitive computing that understands natural
language and is capable of answering questions posed in multiple languages. Empathy â€” Delivers the
understanding of tone, personality, and emotional state. While the learner is free to lead the conversation in
any way she desires, the prompts on the screen provide constant coaching on the correct dialogue flow. You
can click on the image to open this learning module in a new window. Reflecting on past experience working
on an HR-focused app within IBM, Marcelo said their biggest problem was receiving enough useful feedback
and managing this amount of data in a manner that allows the team to track problems, reproduce and fix them
on time. Then, we gave the chatbot the ability to speak its answers instead of providing only text responses.
After performing the task analysis, we quickly concluded that the best solution for the call center training we
had at hand was to use Watson. Some examples of what IBM Watson can do include: Conversation â€”
Provides the ability to integrate diverse conversation technology into an eLearning application. When it comes
to teaching on-the-job skills, nothing beats the effectiveness of a training that resembles real-life conditions
and challenges as closely as possible. Language â€” Enables the analysis of text and extraction of meta-data
from unstructured content. Some examples of these challenging jobs include call center employees, sales reps,
manual workers, customer service agents, etc. Finally, a lot of data collected from the testing was eventually
lost because there was no organized method of storing and using it in retrospect. Users simply did not report
on all problems because the manual process they had for reporting feedback was tedious and unfriendly,
requiring a user testing the app to decide to take screenshots, attach them to an email and explain the situation.
All this allowed us to bring the training situation as close as possible to resemble a real-life scenario: a
customer contacts the call center, is greeted by the customer service rep, and has her problem resolved while
on the phone. This solution allows a new way of interacting with the vehicle and offers a new technological
experience to driving. This information is collected and presented in an organized way, in a single, easy-to-use
dashboard helping teams to quickly reproduce and understand problems, allowing for accurate and timely bug
fixes. Now, with more reports flowing in with comprehensive and accurate information, the team is able to
quickly reproduce and fix problems, as well as fully understand the actual user experience, all before releasing
the app. The task is even harder when it involves a complex app and two developing companies. We were
already familiar with the capability of IBM Watson to enrich learning interactions and deliver custom learning
experiences across a variety of industries. While eLearning is an excellent mode of training delivery, it can be
quite challenging to align real-life experiences with eLearning interactions that occur on the computer screen,
especially for those jobs and skills that focus on physical tasks and human interactions. What actually made
the testers hop on board was how incredibly easy the reporting process has become. To emphasize the training
aspect, we augmented the bot-learner interaction with dynamic prompts that ensure that the learner takes the
right actions at the right times throughout the conversation.


